Crow Sniping: Silent Death Trap
Dane Hobbs

Shooters Ridge Sasquatch Ground Blind.

A

dull thud and a scattering of feathers was a dead
giveaway as the suppressed Winchester subsonic
.22 LR round had found its mark. The strong fortitude and
strength of character enabled the crow to fly a short distance
before plummeting to earth. This was the first blow in my
battle against the crow population. Every fall, the ripening of
pecans signals the return of marauding bands of crows whose
only goal is to strip my trees of their succulent treasures.
The cooling temperatures and falling leaves signal that
winter is fast approaching and Mother Nature instinctively
lets its creatures know that they need to be stocking up for
the coming cold and dreary days of winter. The number one
source of nutrition in my area is pecans. These calorie and
energy filled nuts are the lifeblood for our resident squirrels,
’coons, and crows. This past summer was one of our hottest
and driest years on record. Although our pecans trees were
filled to the brim with newly emerged pecans in the spring,
the heat and drought of summer decimated their numbers.
Fall would usher in a life and death struggle for the few
pecans that remained. The crows, with their frequent flyer
miles, are at a distinct advantage when it comes to raiding
dwindling food supplies. Their shear numbers coupled with
their mobility allow them to strip all the pecans in an area and
then they simply fly away to seek other sources of nutrition.
The resident squirrels and ’coons are left struggling, trying
to find additional sources of nourishment.
The only alternative is to control the activities of these
invasive crows. In the past, I would set up decoys and with
the aid of a FoxPro digital caller lure crows within shotgun
range. The problem with that is that if you were not perfectly
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Hunter's Specialties Boiler Room Ground Blind.

concealed the crows would spot you and veer out of range.
In addition, after a few rounds had been fired, the crows
disappeared. Crows are extremely intelligent and soon wise
up to a setup, no matter how well conceived and executed.
Not so with a suppressed .22 LR. They literally don’t
know what hit them. Several times I had two crows fly in
and land in dead tree limbs. I would shoot one and the other
crow would take flight. Within a few yards the crow would
turn around and land back in the tree. I don’t know if the
sound of the bullet hitting his fellow crow alerted the other
crow, but I believe it was the motion of his falling comrade
that tipped him off. His fatal mistake was coming back for a
second inquisitive look.
I can say that, without a doubt, shooting crows with a
suppressed .22 rimfire is the most fun I have ever had. It is
imperative that you use subsonic ammo in this endeavor. A
high velocity rimfire round, even in a suppressed rifle, has
a sonic “crack” which definitely would warn the crows of
impending danger. It also goes without saying that you don’t
fire if you don’t have a clear backdrop. If you miss, the rimfire
round is capable of traveling great distances. Fortunately, I
live in the country with plenty of open land and few close
neighbors.
For most of my crow sniping, I chose my newest acquisition, a Tactical Solutions custom-built 10/22. I wanted
to incorporate what I believe to be the finest 10/22 receiver
made. Since Tactical Solutions has entered into the competitive 10/22 realm they have dominated the market with their
innovative new products. They aggressively pursue new
venues and always listen to the wants and needs of their

customers. These pursuits of perfection lead to the development of the X-Ring 10/22 receiver. A solid billet of 6061 T6
aluminum is precision CNC machined with the same footprint
as the Ruger receiver, but this is where the similarity begins
and ends. The receiver has a mil-spec rail that accepts Weaver
or Picatinny style rings and is milled as part of the receiver.
In another unusual twist, the hardened steel bolt runs on a
pair of custom springs, instead of the usual single spring. I
am sure that this is one of the reasons that the bolt runs so
smooth and true. I have run several thousand rounds through
this receiver with nary a problem. A large custom charging
handle makes it quicker and easier to chamber a fresh round
as well as extract an unfired round. To simplify cleaning and
eliminate potential crown damage inflicted by inserting the
cleaning rod through the muzzle end, a cleaning hole in the
back of the receiver has been added. To further grab your
interest and attention, TAC SOL (Tactical Solutions) has
anodized the receiver in a variety of colors to suit the tastes
of just about anybody.
Since the key to improving accuracy is a good trigger, I
asked Timney to send me their new 10/22 trigger to try. Timney didn’t just improve upon the original 10/22 trigger, but
reinvented the wheel. Timney designed a single stage drop-in
trigger with Teflon-Nickel coated internal components that
have been cut on state-of-the-art EDM machinery to extremely
precise tolerances. Its gold clad housing harbors a completely
redesigned trigger, sear and hammer that results in improved
leverage and trigger geometry. This translates into a smooth
and crisp trigger that breaks cleanly at 2.5 pounds. A light responsive trigger such as this greatly enhances a barrel’s innate
accuracy. Timney has done an outstanding job of providing
clear and concise instructions in regard to replacing factory
components with their trigger. I took my time and replaced
the trigger in about thirty minutes.
As we are all aware, the factory magazine release can be
difficult to activate in a hurry or if wearing gloves. With my
big paws I am at a disadvantage under any conditions. TAC
SOL solved this problem in a unique way that 10/22 users
have never seen. Think lever action! A lever action magazine
release not only increases the functionality, ease of use, and
the speed of reloading, it just looks totally cool. In addition,
the TAC SOL magazine releases come in the same vibrant
colors as the receivers.
This color-coordinating effort is carried on in their
barrels. Boasting the same stunning colors as found in the
receivers, these 16.5” ultra-lightweight barrels feature precision machined fluted 0.920” barrels with a match-grade
chrome-moly bore liner. This “light as air” barrel significantly
contributes to a lightweight 10/22 that puts the bullet where
you aim, can be carried all day without fatigue, and is fast
shouldering when that unexpected varmint pops up out of
nowhere! An accuracy-enhancing 11-degree target crown
adorns the muzzle. As an added low cost option, the barrel
can be purchased already threaded for a suppressor (1/2 x
28 Class 2 threads) or a compensator/muzzle brake. If you
consider what it costs to have a barrel custom threaded, TAC
SOL is practically giving you the barrel! On top of this, TAC
SOL includes a screw-on thread protector in case you don’t
want to use the suppressor or brake all the time. To further enhance its custom image, the barrel features an oversize shank.

Crow and Owl Decoy "Tree".

With a smidge of light sanding you can have a tight lockup
between barrel and receiver, further ensuring top accuracy.
To match our “blue theme,” Tactical Solutions sent me
one of Predator Gunstocks Raptor Voodoo (blue laminated)
race gun stocks. The perfectly contoured palm swell and large
thumbhole opening makes this stock a perfect fit for both
left- and right-handed shooters. The raised ergonomic cheek-
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Tactical Solutions 10/22 with part of first day's harvest.

piece enables the shooter to perfectly
align his head with the scope when the
rifle is shouldered. Its wide, flat, and
comfortable fore-end makes the stock
perfect for shooting offhand or firing
from the bench.
Leupold continued our cobalt
blue theme by supplying a cobalt blue
Model VX-III 6.5-20 x 40mm LR scope
from their custom shop. To make this
even “cooler” I had Leupold overlay
red splatter, what I deem “red mist,”
to the scope. It appears as if a prairie
dog was shot at very close range and

the scope got splattered with blowback.
Since I was going to exclusively use .22
LR subsonic ammo, I had the Leupold
custom shop install a custom reticle and
the following information was needed:
1.) Cartridge, 2.) Bullet Type, 3.) Bullet
Weight, 4.) Ballistic Coefficient (B.C.), 5.)
Muzzle Velocity, 6.) Average Altitude,
and 7.) Average Temperature. TAC
SOL completed this cobalt blue “Dream
10/22” by supplying matching cobalt
blue scope rings.
When assembling the TAC SOL
10/22, I asked Amy Shaw if it was pos-

Beyer Barrels 10/22 with Johnny Stewart PM-4 Preymaster Caller.
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sible to extend our cobalt blue finish
to their Cascade suppressor as well.
She immediately said that she didn’t
see why not, but would check with the
“suppressor guys.” This is the typical
attitude that you see and experience
when working with Tactical Solutions.
Within a short while, I learned that my
dream cobalt blue suppressor was on its
way to becoming a reality! This suppressor is precision machined from 6061-T6
aircraft aluminum. It measures 5.2” long
and weighs 3.25 oz. It is 1” diameter and
has ½ x 28 class 2 titanium threads for
added durability. In addition, it has a
titanium blast baffle to hold up to years
of continued use.
To round out this outrageously
cool 10/22 I used two different types of
10/22 magazines. The first magazine
was Tactical Innovations TI25 machined
aluminum with steel lips. I have used
these magazines for several years and
have been very impressed with their
performance. First, they are machined
from one solid piece of T6 aircraft aluminum and they can easily be taken
apart and cleaned. Second, the magazine
can be adjusted to fit any 10/22 (no two
10/22s are exactly alike in fit and this is
why some magazines will fit one rifle
and function flawlessly and will jam
with the next one) because of four cap
screws located on all four sides of the
magazine. This allows one to microadjust the magazine for feed angle,
feed height, and ejector to bolt distance.
Third, the TI25 is equipped with replaceable steel lips that are necessary, in my
opinion, for proper and reliable feeding.
I wanted to drastically increase our
magazine capacity by using a Black Dog
Machine 50-round drum magazine specifically designed for the Ruger 10/22.
These American-made magazines are
manufactured from high impact glassfilled polycarbonate plastic. This is the
same material that is used in bulletproof
glass so you know that it can take any
abuse dished out. In addition to being
extremely durable, the magazine functions reliably with every shot and it is
easy to disassemble. Also, all Black Dog
magazines include a bolt hold open follower, which means that the rifle bolt
will stay open after the last shot is fired.
I consider this to be a very important
feature that should be designed into
all 10/22 magazines. Firing 50 .22 LR
rounds as quick as you can pull the

trigger is on my list of all time shooting
highs. Only firing full-auto could top
this experience.
To conceal my actions, I set up
portable ground blinds. Crows have
great eyesight and will catch the slightest movement. These blinds’ effectiveness was increased as a result of their
blackened interior. In the past, I have
used blinds before the advent of darkened interiors, and the deer were able
to detect my movement inside the blind
because I was highlighted against the
light colored interior.
I had two groves of pecan trees
that needed protection from the voracious appetites of these nomadic crows
and I decided to set up a ground blind
at each location. I set the Shooters Ridge
Sasquatch hunting blind (Photo 1) under
a small pecan tree about 40 yards away
from a huge towering dead oak tree.
Numerous pecan trees surrounded the
oak and this was a perfect location for
an ambush.
This hub-style pop-up blind from
Shooters Ridge measured 72” x 72” x 66”
tall and came in Realtree AP HD camo. It
had numerous shoot-through windows

that can be quickly and silently adjusted
both horizontally and vertically to suit
your needs. Its roof opening significantly increased the blind’s versatility for
hunting crows in high trees. A multitude
of brush ties and loops make it easy to
further camouflage the blind by adding
limbs and brush from surrounding trees
and shrubs. The blind was very easy to
set up and you can be hunting within a
matter of minutes. Its blackened interior
keeps even the wariest quarry from
detecting your movements inside the
blind. As we all know, the crow’s sense
of sight and its intelligence are second
to none. The Sasquatch blind has all
the comforts of home including a gear
and drink holder on each wall. It was
easy to pack in because it comes with a
backpack-type carry bag equipped with
padded shoulder straps and a sternum
strap for extra load control and comfort.
Spending a morning in the Sasquatch
hunting blind was a pleasant, enjoyable,
and rewarding experience. Fooling Mr.
Crow was as high a praise as one can
bestow.
Our record-breaking drought
coupled with the hottest summer on

record spelled doom for an ancient old
growth pecan tree. I mourned the loss
of this tree that my grandfather had
planted as a sapling many years ago.
I had killed my fair share of squirrels,
’coons, and crows out of this nurturing
tree. I was saddened that it would not
reach that cherished century mark, but
I knew its usefulness would continue
for years to come. Crows, hawks, and
buzzards have utilized this tree as a
place of rest and for searching for their
next meal. The tree would serve as the
focal point for my second hunting blind.
The Hunter’s Specialties Boiler
Room ground blind (Photo 2) weighs
only 18 pounds and measures 76” x
76” x 69” (hub to hub). It has durable
aluminum hubs and a strong and sturdy
fiberglass frame. The Realtree AP camo
blind has reinforced outside corners to
increase its durability. The material is
made from water resistant 300D fabric.
Each side has windows whose split
window coverings could be dropped
down to expose as much or as little of
the shoot-through mesh as was needed.
As I would expect, the blind has blackout panels that prevent the hunter’s
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silhouette from being exposed. It also
has brush loops to further blend your
blind into its surroundings. If you intend to leave your blind up for some
time, as I did, its eight tie-down points,
eight stakes, and four ropes proved invaluable in securing the blind in place.
The blind was carried in a scent-safe
storage bag and comes with a 24-ounce
bottle of Scent-A-Way Plus Fresh Earth
Advanced Formula as well as two Fresh
Earth Scent Wafers. Although I didn’t
need these cover-up scents for hunting
crows, they will certainly come in handy
when hunting deer or varmints.
Having the use of two blinds was
a huge asset when it came to hunting
crows. If the crows were not coming
in to one location, I simply packed up
my caller, Bog-Pod, and rifle and went
to the other location. Although crows
are extremely intelligent, they may not
quite realize what is going on when
hunted with suppressed rifles, but their
sixth sense tells them it is time to move
on. When they move on, I pack up and
try a different location. Fortunately, it
takes the crows much longer to “wise
up” when you are using a suppressed

.22 rimfire.
The first challenge of crow sniping
was too find a tree that offered dead or
open branches for the curious crows
to land in. I then created a setup that
will lure in the crows. First, I look for a
fence post, small tree, or shrub (or any
elevated place) to place my owl decoy.
I have been extremely impressed with
the FoxPro Owl decoy that I bought for
my FoxPro Jack in the Box. It worked
perfectly in conjunction with my custom FoxPro digital caller and can be
operated from the remote control. What
made this superior to a standard owl
decoy is that it slowly rotates back and
forth. Believe me, that movement really
holds the attention of incoming crows.
On the ground I placed crow decoys and
an Advanced Decoy’s Cripple Crow. Its
life-like erratic motion fools crows into
believing it is an injured crow. Although
I don’t always go to this trouble, setting
up decoys definitely will pay off.
Since it’s not always easy to find
an elevated place to perch the Jack in the
Box decoy, I decided to build a portable
one. First, I took a cheap tripod that I
had found at a garage sale for a few
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bucks (eBay is another great place to
shop) and painted it gray. I painted it
this color simply because that was what
I had on hand. Next, I took off the cheap
tripod head, which left a 1¼” diameter
hollow space. I JB Welded a 3/8” coupling nut in it (again, I used this because
that is what I had available). The decoy
box measured roughly 7” square and
I found a scrap piece of red cedar and
cut it to this dimension. I stapled scrap
lumber, via an air stapler, to all four
sides to help hold the decoy box more
securely in place. In the center of the
board I drilled a 3/8” hole and countersunk (5/8” bit) it so that the bolt head of
the 3/8” bolt would not protrude above
the surface of the board. Now, I simply
screwed the board via the 3/8” bolt on
to the coupling nut that was affixed to
the tripod.
Crows are inquisitive creatures
by nature and will come to crow calls
out of curiosity. At first I used a crow
gathering call in hopes of bringing in
some crows. This Sunday come-tomeeting call wasn’t bringing in a single
bird, so I switched to my favorite death
cry. This mournful call seems to bring
them in when all else fails. Within moments the still air was brought to life by
the sounds of a band of excited crows.
Several crows landed, trying to locate
their fallen brethren. A silent thud
silenced one of the crows. As his lifeless body started its downward spiral
to earth, the others were startled and
took off. It was obvious that they were
not alarmed as they continued to land
back in the tree. They would land and
I would shoot them. I don’t know how
many times this scenario was repeated
because I lost count as their black lifeless
bodies littered the ground. I was almost
relieved when they did not return …
almost. I waited a few moments to allow the crows to regroup and for me to
calm down. A kid at Christmas could
not have been more excited than I. Since
the stressed-out death cry was so effective I thought that switching the FoxPro
caller to an adult crow distress call also
would yield results. The mournful cries
of a crow filled the cool and crisp air of
a beautiful fall morning. Within a few
tense moments, the sky was blackened
with a group of excited crows frantically
searching for their friend in need. My
first shot resulted in an outstretched
crow caught in the fork of a limb. The

light blowing wind resulted in a constant movement of his feathers. Before
the crows had a chance to regroup and
return to the action, a red-tailed hawk
(Photo 3) landed on a limb only two feet
above the dead crow. I quickly switched
to a crow fighting hawk call and was
rewarded by a half dozen crows divebombing the caught-off-guard hawk. I
was able to kill a couple of crows before
the hawk had had enough of this fun
and took flight (Photo 4). Unfortunately,
the crows continued to follow him out of
sight. I decided to stop calling and within a few minutes the same hawk was
back and landed on the same branch.
He seemed to be fascinated by the outstretched crow and continued staring
at his lifeless body. Within a minute or
two, another crow (Photo 5) landed to
the left of the attentive hawk and started
to tell his clan that their archenemy was
nearby. After three notes, I silenced him
for eternity. The hawk thought that this
was a good time to leave and never
looked back. I also decided this was a
good time to quit. After all, I had fired
18 shots and hit 18 crows (Photo 6). I
could never do this good, even with a 12
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gauge shotgun. Although several of the
crows were able to fly away (limp would
be a more accurate description), death
was on the immediate horizon. Forty
grains of sizzling lead would result in
the demise of another crow.
Of course none of this could have
been achieved without a rock solid
rest offered by my BOGgear’s Bog-Pod
Camo Legged Devil Shooting Sticks.
Through the years, I have used every
bipod and tripod that has been on the
market. Some have served me well,
while others failed dismally. No bipod/
tripod has satisfied my wants and needs
like the Bog-Pod.
Weighing only 28 ounces and having three telescoping leg sections lends
itself to everyday use for the hunter.
The Camo Legged Devil shooting sticks
has Next Camo’s G1 camo pattern permanently anodized and it is rust and
scratch resistant. A weather resistant
travel bag featuring shoulder straps is
included to make it an easy carry in the
field. Its high strength and lightweight
aluminum legs are coupled with rapid
adjust lever locks that enable the legs to
be quickly and quietly extended. To pre-

•

vent you from over-extending the legs,
something that I have done countless
times, BOGgear has installed leg stops.
One of my favorite and most used features is the inch marks that are printed
on the legs. This feature enables me to
know what height the Bog-Pod needed
to be set at when I was standing, sitting,
or kneeling. I don’t have to waste valuable time trying to find the right height
at which to set the bipod.
The Bog-Pod can be used at
heights from 22” to 68”. This should
cover any height that a shooter would
need. When the legs are collapsed the
bipod measures only 31” long and are
Velcroed together to make carry easier
and to prevent any audible noises. To
further reduce noise and increase your
comfort the bipod/tripod has black tear
resistant foam grips. The foot system
can be adjusted to increase stability in
any type of terrain. To make shooting
easier, the Bog-Pod is equipped with
a universal shooting rest that swivels
3600. This rubber-covered rest is wide
enough to fit the fore-end of almost any
hunting rifle. Bog-Pods are hands down
the best bipods/tripods that I had ever
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used. I never go hunting without them.
If there were a better bipod/tripod out
there, I would use it. While it may be
macho to shoot offhand, I prefer to hit
what I am aiming at.
The following morning, I returned
to the scene of the shooting. Since I had
left the crow carcasses strewn around
the oak tree, I knew that crows would
return to mourn the fallen. I already
had one visitor — a buzzard was staring
hungrily at the lifeless crows (Photo 7). I
decided to change things up by replacing the Jack-in-the-box owl decoy with a
more elaborate setup (Photo 8). I built an
artificial “tree” out of ¾” PVC pipe. I had
two “limbs” that stretched out four feet.
On each side, I placed a Greenhead Gear
FFD Elite Series crow decoy. The series
consists of an aggressive caller decoy
and a lookout decoy. A durable coating
of flocking makes these birds life-like
and will fool the wariest crow. I placed
an aggressive caller on one side and a
lookout on another. Above this structure
was a two-foot perch on which I placed
a Bird-X Prowler Owl. This impressive
decoy has a 44” wingspan that incorporates airfoil technology. The design of
the wings will catch the wind and cause
the wings to uplift and move. A massive
7” diameter plastic owl head makes for
a very realistic and imposing predator.
In addition, I added more crow decoys
on the ground to make incoming crows
feel safer.
The goal was to place this setup 15
feet up in the air, but the PVC pipe was
more flexible than I thought it would be.
At only 10 feet, the weight of the crow
and owl decoys caused the PVC pipe to
drastically flex and tilt over. I lowered
the decoy setup to 5 feet and encountered no problems. The solution to the
flexing problem was to replace the ¾”
PVC pipe with ¾” metal conduit pipe.
The conduit pipe is lightweight, yet
strong enough to stand straight.
This morning I was using the latest
lightweight 10/22 rifle that I had built
(Photo 9). I started the build with my
favorite 10/22 stock: Boyd’s SS Evolution stock. The SS Evolution stock is a
great looking stock that is lightweight,
quick and easy to handle, and has a
comfortable ergonomic cheek weld.
As you shoulder the stock, your line
of sight is perfectly lined up with the
scope. The scope used was a Leupold
V-III 6.5-20x40mm LR with a custom

reticle designed by their custom shop
for subsonic .22 LR ammo. I used Tactical Innovations Elite22 10/22 receiver.
I have used these for several builds and
have been very impressed with the performance. The receiver is precision machined from a billet of 6061 T6 aircraft
grade aluminum. It has several features
that make it ideal for a custom build.
At the rear of the receiver it has a ¼”
hole that allows the barrel to be cleaned
from the chamber so that there is no
chance of damaging the muzzle crown.
In addition, the supplied Picatinny rail
is machined from billet aluminum and
attaches to the receiver via 8-32 #10 cap
screws, not the much weaker factory
6-48 screws. This receiver not only offers many features not found on factory
receivers, but it is very affordable.
Ron Power of Power Custom, now
known as Grandmasters LLC, told me
about their new Ruger 10/22 Grandmaster trigger guard. This aluminum
trigger guard is CNC machined and all
internal parts are state-of-the-art wire
EDM’d. It comes from the factory with
a crisp, smooth-as-glass trigger pull of
about 1¾ lbs. The trigger is full adjustable from 1¾ lbs to 3 lbs. A unique
feature that was incorporated into this
design is a patent pending push forward
and pull back safety. At first, I didn’t
know if I was going to like this style of
safety, but it soon became apparent that
it was much easier and more convenient
to use. To remove the safety you only
have to push forward with the front of
your trigger finger. Your trigger finger
is still inside the trigger guard and you
can then just simply squeeze the trigger
in one fluid motion. Another unique
feature, also developed along the same
lines as the safety, is the extended magazine release. The release is designed so
that it is directly in front of the trigger
guard. To change magazines one simply
has to move his trigger finger to the
outside of the trigger guard and push
forward. These are both welcome refinements that will be appreciated by both
hunters and target shooters.
The next step was to procure a
lightweight barrel that would complement this build. I perused my perennially favorite Brownell's website and
found a new offering: Beyer Barrels.
Clint Beyer offers 16” and 18” 0.920”
barrels for .22 LR, .22 WMR, .17 HM2,
and .17 HMR. The one thing that caught

my attention was that Clint uses 7075 T6
aircraft grade aluminum billet instead
of 6061 T6 that is routinely used. The
7075 aluminum is much stronger and
harder than 6061 and would seem to be
the logical choice. Inside the barrel, a 1 in
16” twist Chromalloy steel button rifled
barrel liner is affixed in place and features a recessed 11-degree target crown.
Clint offers ½”x 28 threaded barrels so
that suppressors can be used. The barrel
shanks are oversize 0.001” to allow for
a perfect fit for any receiver. I opted for
a 16” barrel that weighs only 24 ounces.
To offer the crows a new chorus
of sounds, I set up my Johnny Stewart
wireless PM-4 Preymaster digital caller.
Hunters Specialties greatly improved
the Preymaster caller by making the
base unit wireless. The remote caller can
operate at ranges of 100 yards or more.
I have been able to extend this range
farther in wide-open country. The base
unit has three slots which offers you access to 12 digitally remastered original
Johnny Stewart sounds. Each memory
card holds four sounds. Three different
memory cards of crow sounds are available. Although it was not as loud as the
FoxPro caller, I had no trouble luring
in crows. This lightweight caller is easy
to carry and is very affordable. A nice
feature, which I utilized all the time, was
a 10’ speaker cord. This allows you to
place the speaker off the ground while
the base unit remains on the ground.
Having the speaker at an elevated level
definitely increased the distance that the
sound traveled.
As I settled into my ground blind,
I cranked the setting of my scope to 10
power. This allowed me to thread the
bullet through the various dead limbs
in search of the crow’s vitals, and yet it
still offered me a view of the surroundings. I decided to start my calling with
a mourning call. This usually brings
in their brethren like nothing else can.
They seem to be hell-bent on helping out
their fallen comrades. I try not to use one
particular call for an extended period
of time. The crows seem to get smart in
quick fashion and therefore I try to mix
up my calls. After I quit using one call, I
will just sit and listen to see if I can hear
any crows around me. After a short rest
period, I resume calling.
Within a few moments the first
crow landed in the highest point in the
tree. I noticed something odd about the

Crow looking down at decoy set up.

crow’s mouth and cranked the scope up
to 20 power. Evidently, I had lured the
crow from a pecan tree because a pecan
protruded from his beak (Photo 10). I
quickly put down the rifle and picked
up my Nikon camera that already had
my 300mm telephoto lenses attached.
I quickly took a couple of pictures,
picked up the rifle, and then aimed my
crosshairs on the center of his chest.
With a dull thud, the crow plummeted
to earth … with the pecan still nestled in
his beak. It had been almost 15 minutes
since I shot the first crow and boredom
was beginning to set in. My attention
began to wane until I heard the distinctive “caw-caw.” Unbeknownst to me,
a crow had landed and was mourning
the loss of his fallen comrades. I waited
a few moments to see if his actions
would lure in any other crows. Nothing appeared and I quickly dispatched
him before he had a chance to fly away.

The morning had begun slowly and I
decided to change tactics by switching
to a crow gathering call. I called for
almost 10 minutes, ready to give up,
when the faint sound of an approaching
crow reached my ear. I eagerly awaited
his arrival, with my suppressed .22 LR
already pointed in the direction of his
call. He landed on a limb on the far right
side of the tree. Before I could place my
crosshairs on him, another crow landed
on the opposite side of the tree. I decided
to shoot the first crow and see the reaction of the second crow. As the Winchester truncated hollow-point drilled
him, the other crow took flight. After a
brief circle of the tree, the second crow
landed back in its original spot and was
quickly dispatched. The slow action of
the morning dispelled my hopes of another “yesterday.” I tried a young crow
in distress as my last ditch effort. I called
for almost ten minutes without a single
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USED BY TOP
PROFESSIONALS:

Pac-Nor Barreling Inc.
Hart Rifle Barrels Inc.
Nesika Bay Precision
McMillan Bros. Rifles
Krieger Barrels Inc.
Broughton Barrels
Bartlein Barrels
Lazzeroni Arms
Gré-Tan Rifles
Dakota Arms
Bill Shehane
Kelbly's Inc.
Bruce Baer

Also Available:
Glass Bedding,
Trigger Work, Rebarreling & Action Truing
Ron Bartlett’s Original
VAIS ARMS, INC. • Ron Bartlett, President
1529 CR 4513 • Hondo, TX 78861
Ph/Fax: (830) 741-7167 • www.muzzlebrakes.com
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response. Just as I started to turn off the
caller, I looked up and spotted a single
crow just silently looking around trying
to figure out what was going on. I knew
better than to give him a chance to figure
things out and I quickly placed a shot
at the juncture of his neck and shoulder.
Twenty-two shots and twenty-two dead
crows; it definitely was time to quit.
Although the second day produced
only four crows, I still was elated with
the outcome.
My constant vigilance of the pecan
trees allowed the squirrels, ’coons, and
I to harvest a marginally decent crop
of pecans. The day after the final crow
shooting there were three squirrels merrily picking and devouring their hardshelled treasures from one young and
small pecan tree. You could see and feel
their excitement as they quickly plucked
a pecan and then raced down the tree
to bury it or take the treat back to their
den. Of course, they weren’t above taking one for a snack every now and then
(Photo 11). No longer did they have to
compete with the crows for their bounty.
Life was good and the squirrels and

’coons would survive until life began
anew in the spring, thanks to the quiet
efficiency offered by the suppressed
10/22 rifle.
CONTACTS
Advanced Decoy Research, Inc.
P.O. Box 57
Hornsy, TN 38044
(713) 658-2934
www.decoyheart.com
Beyer Barrels
189179 Hwy 101 South
Forks, WA 98331
(360) 374-9476
www.beyerbarrels.com
Bird-X, Inc.
300 N Oakley Blvd.
Chicago, IL 60612
(800) 860-0473
www.bird-x.com
Black Dog Magazine
2181 Commerce Ave.
Boise, Idaho 83705
Toll Free: (866) 333-9901
www.blackdogmag.com
BOGgear LLC

Crow with pecan in its mouth.
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110 N. Milam # 149
Fredericksburg, TX 78624
(877) 264-7637
www.boggear.com
Brownells Inc.
200 South Front Street
Montezuma, IA 50171
(800) 741-0015
www.brownells.com
FoxPro, Inc.
14 Fox Hollow Drive
Lewistown, PA 17044
(717) 248-2507
www.gofoxpro.com
Grand Masters L.L.C.
29739 Hwy. J
Gravois Mills, MO 65037
(573) 372-5684
www.powercustom.com
Greenhead Gear
P. O. Box 820176
Memphis, Tennessee 38182
(800) 333-5119
www.GreenheadGear.com
Hunter’s Specialties
6000 Huntington Ct. NE
Cedar Rapids, IA 52402
(319) 395-0321
www.hunterspec.com
Leupold & Stevens, Inc.
14400 NW Greenbrier Parkway
Beaverton, OR 97006-5790
(800) 538-7653
www.leupold.com
Shooters Ridge
Onalaska Operations
N5549 County Trunk Z
Onalaska, WI 54650
(800) 635-7656
www.shootersridge.com
Tactical Innovations Inc.
345 Sunrise Rd.
Bonners Ferry, ID 83805
(208) 267-1585
www.tacticalinc.com
Tactical Solutions
2181 Commerce Ave.
Boise, ID 83705
(866) 333-9901
www.tacticalsol.com
Timney Triggers
3940 W. Clarendon Ave.
Phoenix, AZ, 85019
(602) 274-2999
www.timneytriggers.com
Winchester Ammunition
427 N. Shamrock St.
East Alton, IL 62024
(618) 258-2000
www.winchester.com

